
Iteration 3: Description Date in mid term Date in the current schedule Explanation

1
Shifted Manage group to iteration 5 

Iteration 5 to focus on UI development

Iteration 6 to focus on web service 13/8/12 - 19/8/12

UI - 10/9/12 - 14/9/12(iteration 

5)

Web 

Service - 9/10/12 - 13/10/12 

(Iteration 8)

Shifted to other iterations due to the need 

to code for web service

2

Added: Implementation of retweet and user mention 20/8/12 - 22/8/12 13/8/12 - 18/8/12

Included implementation of mentioning

for this task in the current schedule thus the 

delay

3
Instead of integrating with LARC's database to call queries, we 

implement memcache 18/8/12 - 23/8/12 27/8/12 - 28/8/12

Iteration 4: Description Date in mid term Date in the current schedule Explanation

1
Shifted contination of Manage group to iteration 6

27/8/12 - 29/8/12

Web 

Service - 9/10/12 - 13/10/12 

(Iteration 8)

2 Removed settings page due to increase in scope to code 
31/8/12 - 3/9/12

3 Added Application of JSON data for encoding 3/9/12 - 6/9/12

4 Added creation of UI for displaying artiste 30/8/12 - 2/9/12

5
Removed badges requirements due to change in scope and 

shift the focus to developing web service
27/8/12 - 30/8/12

Overall Iteration Difference:

2 days ahead due to removal of scope and we are familiarized 

with the coding web services

Iteration 5: Description Date in mid term Date in the current schedule Explanation

1 Thumbs up was extended by 2 days 10/9/12 - 12/9/12 10/9/12 - 14/9/12

Delay is due to extraction of method to 

account for other actions. Thumbs up method 

is abstracted to support 3 other functions 

retweet, view detailed view and mention

2 Popular and General Search were removed 9/9/12 - 16/9/12

3 Added the following webservices for the functions:

   a.  Code Webservice: Profile page 12/9/12 - 14/9/12 Robert

   b. Code Webservice: User Registration 15/9/12 - 16/9/12 Thomas 

   c. Code webservice: Retrieval of feeds and tweets 17/9/12 - 19/9/12 Thomas 

   d.  Code Webservice: View, Favourite and Unfavourite  

Artiste
19/9/12 - 22/9/12

Thomas and Kian Ming

   e.  Implement web shots crawled from the websites 

         where the content comes from
19/9/12 - 22/9/12

Robert

4
Implement design changes based on feedback from LARC 20/9/12 - 23/9/12 Kian Ming and Chin Leng

5 Integration of web services to IOS 15/9/12 - 22/9/12 Kian Ming and Chin Leng

Overall Iteration Difference:

We are now in iteration 6 and right now we are on time

Planning of webservice was the primary reason as we are the ones who are coding out the web service

Primary focus was shifted from Managing group to design of web service and iPad design

Focused more on the development of a design wire frame concept

Implementation of the wireframe design on iPad

Overall Iteration Difference: 4 days

No difference due to change of scope 




